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TrendingGas Lawn MowersPatio HeatersHot TubsCell Phone ProvidersEyeglasses Top Ten Reviews is supported by its audience. When you purchase through links on our site, we may earn an affiliate commission. Here’s why you can trust us. So you're in the market for a new washer and dryer. You probably already have a good idea of how much you
want to spend and what features you need to help keep on top of your laundry load. The only question left to answer is -- to stack or not to stack? Let's take a look at the pros and cons of each. If you have space for a side-by-side unit, you'll have a wider selection of upgrades to choose from. You'll have the option of selecting a front-loader or toploader, high-efficiency, large capacity, control-over settings and extra rinse cycles. You can even find machines with smart sensors that will automatically adjust such things as the water level and temperature. A side-by-side setup (with a front-load washer) can be concealed below a counter, which can also double as a folding table. The opening is
closer to the ground, which is more convenient for loading than a stacked unit. And for all of you aesthetes, those front-loaders sure are good lookin'. If you want the bells and whistles, it will cost you but it will pay off in the long run in energy and water savings. The biggest pro of stacked units is their compact size. They're about the same price as
middle-of-the-road top-loaders and cost considerably less than front- loaders. They're ideal for apartment or condo living, or if you're short on space for a dedicated laundry area. They're generally quieter than side-by-side models and use electricity rather than gas, which means you don't need to vent your dryer. Keep in mind, though, that electric
dryers will cost you more to run than gas. They do, however, require a 240-volt outlet (regular outlets produce 120 volts), so this probably means hiring an electrician to install one. The load-sizes in these all-in-one stackable units tend to be a little smaller, though you can find units that compare to a standard top-loader. Another consideration is your
height. If you happen to be vertically challenged, you may not be too hip on using a stepping stool to empty your dryer. If you've got some space to work with in your laundry area, but you're really not sure how you want your new units arranged, front-loaders offer the best of both worlds because certain models are designed to be stacked. Bottom
line, you get your XL high-efficiency machine in a compact setup. They Don't Make 'Em Like They Used To You may or may not have heard the term "planned obsolence," but you've probably experienced it. It's when something stops working that you think should have lasted a lot longer. Manufacturers intend for this to happen. It sounds like a plan to
sell more products -- and it is. But believe it or not, it can also be beneficial to consumers. Advances in technology continue to make machines better and more efficient, so replacing your broken dinosaur with a new version may actually benefit your household. Sources "Clothes Dryers." Consumerenergycenter.org, 2010. Choose The Right Washing
Machine For Your Family." Stackedwasherdryers.net, 2010. Lively Laundry Rooms." Bhg.com, 2010. Elaine Martin. "The Latest Spin on Washers." Thisoldhouse.com, 2010. ,220011-2,00.html"Washer buying guide." Reviews.cnet.com, December 10, 2009. Washer Dryer Combos: Reviews." Consumersearch.com, 2010. One of the household chores that
you cannot escape is dealing with dirty laundry. Fortunately, when you have a reliable washing and drying machine, it becomes easier to handle. There are hundreds of washer and dryer brands in the market, and their costs range from a few hundred dollars to several thousand. They come with a variety of features, such as the ability to wash several
loads at once, built-in pretreat features, front loaders with automatic drying mode, and many more. While it may seem like a monumental task to purchase the right washer and dryer, comparing the features of some top brands and comparing it to a specific list of needs can help narrow down purchasing options. Buying a machine that will save money
and energy When making a purchase, check for an energy star rating. They indicate that the designated machine is configured to dry clothes using the least possible amount of energy. The dryers combine energy-saving qualities with heat and sensor-drying properties to prevent excessive drying. On a washing machine, this means it will use 25 to 33
percent less water than the other brands, on average. Saving both energy and water is great not just for the environment, but the budget, too; when both energy and water utilities are reduced, you can save money. Choosing between a gas and electric Typically, gas-operated dryers are less expensive to operate than their electric counterparts. This
stems from the fact that gas is cheaper for most applications in the home. The initial cost of installing a gas dryer, however, may be higher than that of an electric one. On the other hand, electric units are cheap to install and only need a dedicated 240V supply line to function. They do not need a vent, which also makes installation convenient. Top 5
brands 1. LG LG is a top-quality brand that can handle all the tough laundry in any home. The brand has electric and ventless washer-and-dryer combos available. These models have features like: Turbo wash True balance An anti-vibration system A stainless-steel drum A 4.3 CU capacity This specific line of washer-and-dryer combos have some sets
available for as little as $1599 and include the WM399HWA, the WM3488HS and the WM3488HW. Several retailers offer price match guarantees along with other discounts based on what product is purchased, so savvy customers can find some great deals. 2. Maytag This is another brand that makes some of the best washer-and-dryer machine
combos on the market. The features that come with many of Maytag’s latest products include: A steam washer and dryerFront-loading capacityTen-year warranty on the basket and washer motorElectric fuelA local team of experts for maintenance and repairs The models go for as little as $600 each and are a favorite among customers for their
superior quality and local teams. 3. Bosch The latest models of Bosch washer-and-dryer combos have plenty of great features. They have upwards of a 4.0 CU capacity drum made of structured stainless steel. The washer plugs into the dryer for a simple installation. The product range features model numbers such as WTG86401UC, which are
available for as little as $1025. 4. Samsung Samsung has established a name for their products in terms of quality and innovation. The range of machines under this category all have an energy star and allow for smart care, so customers can diagnose issues with their smartphone. The machines also feature: vibration reduction technology, selfcleaning ability, 4.2 CU capacity, and a front-load washer. Unlike LG and Maytag, unfortunately, these machines don’t have combo options, which means customers would have to buy one separately; each costs around $699. 5. Whirlpool This is another brand trusted for their product quality. Whirlpool has machines that feature 12 wash cycles, a 4.5
CU capacity, a load-and-go system, and a steam washer. The drum is made of stainless steel, and the machines are front loading. However, not many of their latest generation machines have incorporated the dryer, meaning individuals would have to make a separate purchase. The machines cost upwards of $1000, making them quite expensive for
their non-combo status. DISCLAIMER: The views and opinions expressed in this article are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of the site owner or any brands and companies mentioned here. Any content provided by our bloggers or authors are of their opinion, and are not intended to malign any religion,
ethnic group, club, organization, company, individual or anyone or anything. This article is purely for reference purposes and does not constitute professional advice and may not be reflective of the best choice for your unique situation. This site strives to provide as much accurate information as possible; however, sometimes products, prices, and
other details are subject to change. Therefore, this site does not verify for the accuracy of the information presented in this article. This site does not assume any liability for any sort of damages arising from your use of this site and any third party content and services.
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